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Fraudulent Trading Practices of Yell Ltd 

 

This report outlines the fraudulent trading practices of Yell Ltd, a digital 

marketing agency with offices in Reading, Belfast and Birmingham. 

 

Background 

When the Yellow Pages ceased to be printed, Yell attempted to pivot their 

business into providing digital marketing services for small business customers. 

Sales are achieved from their telesales operation in Belfast and via a network 

of local sales representatives. 

Implementing an effective digital marketing strategy requires considerable 

expertise and human resources. Providing these services at a cost affordable to 

small businesses has never previously been achieved at this scale. Yell made a 

strategic error in assuming this could be achieved by outsourcing to companies 

in Asia and using automated ad platforms.  

 

Yell's practices 

This report includes details of how Yell use unlawful and misleading practices 

throughout their operations. It will explain how their contracts are being 

consistently missold and their products unfit for purpose. Written and 

recorded evidence is available to support all allegations.  

 

All claims made by Yell's sales agents and included in this report are those 

made consistently and repeatedly by multiple agents. These are, therefore, not 

individual falsehoods made by a handful of rogue agents. They are part of a 

scripted dialogue made with full knowledge that the statements are false.  
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The Sales Process 

A typical prospect will first come into contact with this company having added 

a free listing to the business directory on Yell.com. 

The free listing will then trigger a sales call from Yell's telesales operation 

based in Belfast. The unwitting prospect will be told that the purpose of the 

call is to "..ensure you get the most benefit from your listing on Yell". 

The sales agent makes claims about how a prominent ranking on Google is the 

key to gaining new customers and how Yell is uniquely placed to "get your 

business on the first page of Google". 

The agent will ask the prospect how many new customers they wish to gain 

each month. They explain how, by using Yell's products, these targets will be 

achieved. 

Although Yell makes no formal guarantee of specific results, there is a strong 

implication made by the agent that the cost of Yell's products should be 

viewed as an investment from which the prospect will see a profitable return.  

The prospect is then subjected to 1.5-2 hours of high-pressure selling and 

pressed into placing an immediate order. Every prospect is offered a bogus 

discount which the agent threatens to remove should the prospect not sign up 

immediately.  

It is never explained to the prospect, at any point during the call, that they are 

entering a 12-month contract with no cooling-off period. The prospect is given 

little opportunity to read the terms of the contract before placing the order. 

The agent informs the prospect that it is likely to take 2-3 months before they 

will see any benefits from Yell's products.  Even were a 14-day cooling-off 

period offered, it would do little to help Yell's customer avoid losing their 

money. 
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Widespread customer dissatisfaction 

A survey of 2,400 Yell customers (available upon request), reveals that 99.8% 

of respondents received few or no customer enquiries even after several 

months (or years) of using Yell’s service. This is despite paying Yell between 

£50 and £5,000 + Vat per month. The average loss suffered by these customers 

is £5,000. 

The small number of enquiries received by some Yell customers use fictitious 

names and contact details which never result in a genuine sale. It is likely 

(although currently unproven) that these enquiries are being fraudulently 

created by Yell's staff to mislead customers as to the efficacy of their products. 

When the customer contacts Yell to express their dissatisfaction, Yell's agents 

see this as an opportunity to upsell more products. The agent will argue that 

the reason for the lack of sales enquiries is due to the customer not having 

invested enough into their marketing. 

When Yell's customers do attempt to escape their contract, they are then 

subjected to threatening letters from Yell's debt collectors (Moorcroft) or their 

solicitors (Flint Bishop). Several customers are sent 'draft' County Court 

summons which are never actually filed with any court. 

 

Multiple sales recordings (available upon request) have been obtained via 

GDPR requests to evidence all of the claims made in this document.  
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False Claims 

 

Google Partnership Status 

Claim: "Yell is Google's longest-standing Premier Partner" 

Issue: Yell's agents consistently use this claim to establish the company's 

reputation. It is used to imply that Yell has a special relationship with Google 

which gives them exclusive knowledge of how Google's algorithm works. 

Evidence: 

1) Yell is not Google's longest-standing Premier Partner. Although this has now 

been confirmed in writing by Yell, their sales agents continue to make this 

claim.  

Google is introducing tighter requirements on which agencies qualify as a 

Google Partner. As these requirements currently stand, Yell will not meet the 

new criteria. 

 

2) Yell's own website at Yell.com recently received a penalty from Google from 

which it has not yet recovered. It is clear that Yell has no inside knowledge or 

special relationship with Google. 

 

 

 

Yell.com's organic search traffic has declined from 10.3m visitors pm  

to 5.3m visitors pm since November 2019. Source: Ahrefs.com 
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Online Reputation Tool 

Claim: “Yell’s Online Reputation Tool will show you how Google is penalising 

your business.” 

Issue: This tool is used by Yell’s sales agents to intimidate small business 

owners to purchase Yell products. The same tool is freely available for anyone 

to use online: https://www.yell.com/connectscan/?isNew 

Evidence: Here are the reports this same tool has produced for reputable 

companies such as Selfridges and Harrods: 

 

 

 

 

Yell’s error report rating of 95% for Selfridges 

 

 

 

 

Yell’s error report rating of 100% for Harrods 

 

 

 

https://www.yell.com/connectscan/?isNew
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Yell’s error report rating of 100% for their own company! 

 

 

Special Discounts 

Claim: "If you don’t sign up today, you will lose the special discount I have 

managed to get for you" 

Issue: All sales prospects are offered a "discount" during the sales call, whether 

requested or not. This is used by the agent to pressure the customer into 

signing up on the same day and before they have had a chance to read the 

terms of the contract. 

The agent fails to mention at any point during the sales call that the contract is 

binding for 12 months without any cooling-off period.  

Evidence: Multiple sales recordings (available upon request) obtained via 

GDPR requests. 

 

Cooling-off period 

Claim: When a Yell customer attempts to cancel a contract within 14 days of 

placing an order, they are informed by Yell's agent that the contract is a, "12-

month business-to-business contract with no cooling-off period". 

Issue: The majority of Yell's customers operate as sole traders, not limited 

companies. Under the Consumer Credit Act, sole traders are entitled to a 14-

day cooling-off period when entering into a credit agreement. 

When questioned, Yell claim that the contract is not a Credit Agreement 

despite Yell's Terms & Conditions describing the arrangement as a Credit 

Agreement. 
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Evidence:  

Extract from Yell's Advertising Terms & Conditions 

"18.8. If you have entered into a Credit Agreement with us, payments may be 

made by instalments in accordance with and subject to the Credit Agreement." 

https://business.yell.com/legal/advertising-conditions/ 

 

Unfit Products  

 

Reputation Manager 

Reputation Manager is Yell’s flagship product sold to most new customers. Yell 

claim that Reputation Manager lets you “take control of your business’s online 

reputation, reviews and social media all from a single dashboard”. 

 

Yell’s agent uses a tool to produce an 'Online Reputation Report' for the 

customer's business. After entering the business' details, the agent explains 

that the customer's business has a high “error rating” which is negatively 

impacting their visibility on Google. Some agents explicitly claim, “Google is 

penalising your business”. 

 

The agent then claims that, “By using Yell’s Reputation Manager, your business 

will be listed in hundreds of online directories to bring your error rating down 

to zero”. The prospect is told that being listed in these directories will improve 

the Google ranking of their website. 

 

The agent further claims that Reputation Manager will allow a business to gain 

more online reviews and have those reviews, “posted automatically across all 

major social networks and directories including Google and Facebook. All of 

this will get your website on to the front page of Google”.  

 

The cost of Reputation Manager is approximately £50 per month on a 12-

month contract.  

https://business.yell.com/legal/advertising-conditions/
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Evidence: A study of 5,065 business websites using Yell's Reputation Manager 

service (available upon request) reveals the average monthly volume of 

organic Google traffic across all sites is a mere 2.17 visits. Many of these sites 

were listed by Yell in over 500 directories. 

 

The correlation between these site's organic traffic and the number of 

directories in which they appear is 0.126. There is, therefore, no meaningful 

link between directory listings and a site’s organic visibility on Google. 

A Google spokesperson recently stated, “Just because a company name is 

mentioned somewhere doesn’t mean it’s good or bad for the company."  

 

Claim: “Reputation Manager will allow your reviews to be automatically 

posted across all major directories and social networks.” 

The only reviews posted on Google and Facebook are those posted directly on 

those sites by their own users. Reviews posted to Yell.com are not posted 

(automatically or otherwise) to either of these platforms. 
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Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) 

Claim: Yell offer an SEO service which they claim uses "Content-driven 

practices to acquire natural links"  

 

False claim made on Yell's website about their SEO service 

 

Yell has confirmed, in writing, that they gain links for their customers by paying 

bloggers to write content which links to their customers' website. Yell 

outsource this service to an agency based in Asia. 

This practice is in direct breach of Google's Guidelines, which state, "Sites that 

exchange money for links, or posts that contain links; exchange goods or 

services for links; or send someone a “free” product in exchange for them 

writing about it and including a link can negatively impact a site’s ranking in 

search results.” 

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/66356?hl=en 

 

The majority of sites using Yell's SEO service have seen either a decline in 

Google traffic or no change at all since they started using it. 

Yell's own website has seen a 50% decline in Google traffic since November 

2019. Yell have recently had to hire external SEO experts to (unsuccessfully) 

attempt a recovery of their own Google traffic. 

 

  

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/66356?hl=en
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From Yell's investors statement: 

"We have also invested in SEO to counteract the search algorithm changes that 

are currently impacting Yell.com traffic.” 
https://irp-

cdn.multiscreensite.com/c0e9065d/files/uploaded/Yell%20FY20%20Q3%20Operating%20%26%20Fi

nancial%20Discussion.pdf 

 

Yell's SEO service costs from £25,000 per year. It is not only ineffective, but 

likely to harm their customer's business in the same way that their own site 

has been penalised by Google. 

Evidence: https://www.seotraininglondon.org/yell-business-review-seo/ 

 

Yell charges a considerable sum of money for a service that is wholly unfit for 

purpose. It is clear that Yell does not even have the necessary expertise to 

manage their own SEO, let alone provide this service to small business 

customers. 

 

Google Advertising (PPC) 

Google advertising works on an auction model with the highest bidder's 

advertisement being shown in the most prominent position on the page. 

Yell adds a 40% “Management Fee” to the cost of every click as charged by 

Google. All ad campaigns below a £5,000 per month spend are managed by an 

automated software platform (Kenshoo). 

If a business is paying 40% more for each click than their competitors, they will 

be easily outbid in the keyword auction. Their budget will also deplete at a 

much faster rate than their competitors'. 

 

For a typical Yell customer using this service, it would take four months before 

they had any chance of gaining a new customer. By which time, they will have 

spent almost £500-£800 in click charges. 

 

Yell's customers are never informed of the Management Fee being charged by 

Yell or how this might impact the success of their advertising campaign. 

https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c0e9065d/files/uploaded/Yell%20FY20%20Q3%20Operating%20%26%20Financial%20Discussion.pdf
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c0e9065d/files/uploaded/Yell%20FY20%20Q3%20Operating%20%26%20Financial%20Discussion.pdf
https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/c0e9065d/files/uploaded/Yell%20FY20%20Q3%20Operating%20%26%20Financial%20Discussion.pdf
https://www.seotraininglondon.org/yell-business-review-seo/
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Automated Campaign Management 

Automated Google ads can be triggered by a wide variety of different 

keywords. If a customer is bidding on the search term, “Plumbers in London”, 

their ads may also appear for: 

• “jobs for plumbers in London” 

• “free plumbers in London” 

• “Pimlico plumbers London” 

• “how much does a plumber in London earn?” 

All of these keywords will be generating a high volume of clicks, eating into the 

customer' monthly budget but not generating any sales. Yell's automated 

platform charges the customer for these unwanted clicks. 

Issue: The manner in which Yell's PPC service is charged and operated makes it 

virtually impossible for the majority of Yell's customers to gain a profitable 

return on their Google Ads.  

 

Promoted Listings on Yell.com 

Claim: "A promoted listing on Yell.com and in the Yell app will appear in a 

specific position in Yell's search results." 

Issue: Yell offer their customers promoted listings on Yell.com and claim that 

the listing will appear in a specific position above the free listings in Yell's 

search results.  

These promoted listings are described as "Pos. 1" or "Pos. 2" on Yell's order 

form. This implies that the listing will appear in the designated position for the 

categories and areas purchased by the customer. 
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Evidence:  The majority of Yell's visitors arrive at their site via devices which 

track the user's location without them having to manually enter it.  

In all of these cases, search results are listed in order of proximity to the user's 

location and promoted listings are not shown. 

- Example of Yell's search results when the location is specified (Showing 4 

sponsored listings at the top of the page): 

https://www.yell.com/ucs/UcsSearchAction.do?scrambleSeed=211424131&ke

ywords=plumbers&location=potten+end 

 

- Example of Yell's search results when the same location is automatically 

detected (Showing no sponsored listings): 

https://www.yell.com/ucs/UcsSearchAction.do?scrambleSeed=1362877774&k

eywords=plumbers&clat=51.7671031&clng=-0.5166772 

 

Issue: Yell customers who pay a premium to appear prominently in the search 

results on Yell.com are, in most cases, not getting what they have paid for. 

The agent's claim that paying for a promoted listing will ensure a business is 

listed in a prominent position is untrue. 

Yell's advertising terms state "You acknowledge that we cannot guarantee any 

specific positioning for Advertisements". This contradicts the claims made by 

Yell's sales agents and the impression conveyed on Yell's order form. 

This is crucial information, likely to impact the customer's view of the efficacy 

of this product and yet being buried in the small print of Yell's contract.  

  

https://www.yell.com/ucs/UcsSearchAction.do?scrambleSeed=211424131&keywords=plumbers&location=potten+end
https://www.yell.com/ucs/UcsSearchAction.do?scrambleSeed=211424131&keywords=plumbers&location=potten+end
https://www.yell.com/ucs/UcsSearchAction.do?scrambleSeed=1362877774&keywords=plumbers&clat=51.7671031&clng=-0.5166772
https://www.yell.com/ucs/UcsSearchAction.do?scrambleSeed=1362877774&keywords=plumbers&clat=51.7671031&clng=-0.5166772
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Facebook Advertising 
Yell’s sales agents claim, “We are the only official Premier Partner of Facebook 
in the UK. If we don’t deliver, you get all your money back. If you do it yourself 
and it doesn’t work, you get no money back”. 

Facebook does not have any Premier Partners. Yell is just one of over 250 
Facebook advertising partners in the UK. Beyond this, Yell has no special status 
with Facebook. 
 
The money back guarantee mentioned by the agents is shown here on Yell’s 
website (see image below). 
 
https://business.yell.com/social-media-advertising/facebook-advertising/ 
 

 
 

Yell's money back guarantee for Facebook advertising 

 
This guarantee simply states that if your ad is not seen at least eight times by 
Facebook users, you will be able to claim your money back. It would be 
impossible to run any advertising campaign on Facebook without it being seen 
at least eight times. 

Issue: The implication made by Yell’s agent that you “won’t pay anything if 
your campaign doesn’t work” is highly misleading. Any business owner will be 
measuring the success of a campaign in terms of leads, customers or, at the 
very least, visits to their website. Basing the guarantee on eight people seeing 
an ad makes it entirely worthless and contradicts the claim being made by 
Yell's sales agents.   It typically requires approximately 100 Facebook users to 
click on an ad before a single sale is likely to be generated.     
  

https://business.yell.com/social-media-advertising/facebook-advertising/
https://business.yell.com/social-media-advertising/facebook-advertising/
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Other Issues 

 

Review Manipulation 

Yell has a history of manipulating online reviews for both their customers and 
for their own business on platforms such as TrustPilot and Reviews.co.uk.  

 
Warning from Trustpilot advising visitors that Yell's reviews have been falsely manipulated. 

  

 

 

 

 

 
Warning from Reviews.com advising visitors that Yell's reviews  

have been falsely manipulated. 
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Fake Reviews 

From The Sunday Times - 2/6/2019: 
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/yell-staff-post-glowing-reviews-of-customers-wwv07wftj 

"Staff at Yell have written hundreds of 

five-star reviews of small businesses, 

despite many being clients of the 

company that used to print the Yellow 

Pages. 

Yell offers a reputation service that gives 

business owners the chance to manage 

their “social media channels while collecting, sharing and responding to 

customer reviews and ratings”. An integral part of the service is helping 

businesses to control their reputation through reviews on sites such as 

Trustpilot and Google. 

The Sunday Times found evidence of more than 10 Yell staff who had 

habitually written positive reviews for small companies scattered across 

Britain. Many contained single words or phrases such as “excellent” or “great 

company”. 

One staff member based in Belfast posted more than 40 reviews on Google, 

including for a mobile earwax removal service in Huddersfield, a removals firm 

in Eastbourne on the south coast and a mobile phone repair shop in Kelso in 

the Scottish Borders. Many of the companies advertised through Yell. 

Another Yell employee left more than 60 five-star Google reviews of 

businesses, mostly in Belfast. An anonymous poster on Yell’s own review site 

posted about 50 reviews for many of the same clients, all of them positive. 

The activity raises questions about the integrity of the reviews of some of Yell’s 

clients. The company, which stopped printing the Yellow Pages this year, has 

been criticised for its treatment of small firms. 

Yell’s staff are encouraged to leave reviews to show how its reputation 

manager service works, but only for businesses they have genuinely used. 

It emerged last week that Yell was being investigated by Trustpilot for asking 

customers to post positive reviews. Yell said this weekend that Trustpilot had 

confirmed it was working within the review site’s rules."  

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/yell-staff-post-glowing-reviews-of-customers-wwv07wftj
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Positive Yell Reviews 

The positive reviews that Yell does receive on TrustPilot are almost exclusively 

from customers who have been asked, by Yell, to write a review immediately 

following the initial sales call.  None of these positive reviews are commenting 

on Yell's products or their efficacy. 

 

These positive reviews on Yell's sales process are used to improve Yell's 

Trustpilot rating and counteract the 1,442 negative reviews left by Yell 

customers who have had an opportunity to use their services. 

 

 

 

Positive review commenting only on Yell's sales process 
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Fake Business Locations 

Yell agents are registering businesses using fake addresses. This allows them to 

list businesses in multiple locations at which the customer has no physical 

presence.  

Examples: 

This company "Old Door Stripping" appearing in multiple Google listings for 

different areas: 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02IRowNBt50y1IXIY36XX6nP5uk

Cw%3A1582492920613&ei=-

OxSXrGNJdHRxgOG14zAAg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22&

oq=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22 

 

If you click on the link to Google's search results above, you will see that each 

of these listings point to the same website with localised landing pages.  

The company has no physical presence in these locations. Fake business 

addresses have been used in their Yell listings.  

 

Another example here: 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00u9k5U-BFj4CU59VA-

9AncPKyg2w%3A1582493505592&ei=Qe9SXpbmI6PMxgOh-

YnoCg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22oak+door+stripping%22&oq=site%3Ayell.com+

%22oak+door+stripping%22 

 

Issue: Creating fictitious addresses with the intention of misleading consumers 

is a fraudulent act.  Yell's agents propose this practise to customers in an effort 

to sell more advertising products and promoted listings covering a wider range 

of areas. 

  

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02IRowNBt50y1IXIY36XX6nP5ukCw%3A1582492920613&ei=-OxSXrGNJdHRxgOG14zAAg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22&oq=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02IRowNBt50y1IXIY36XX6nP5ukCw%3A1582492920613&ei=-OxSXrGNJdHRxgOG14zAAg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22&oq=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02IRowNBt50y1IXIY36XX6nP5ukCw%3A1582492920613&ei=-OxSXrGNJdHRxgOG14zAAg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22&oq=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02IRowNBt50y1IXIY36XX6nP5ukCw%3A1582492920613&ei=-OxSXrGNJdHRxgOG14zAAg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22&oq=site%3Ayell.com+%22old+door+stripping%22
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00u9k5U-BFj4CU59VA-9AncPKyg2w%3A1582493505592&ei=Qe9SXpbmI6PMxgOh-YnoCg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22oak+door+stripping%22&oq=site%3Ayell.com+%22oak+door+stripping%22
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00u9k5U-BFj4CU59VA-9AncPKyg2w%3A1582493505592&ei=Qe9SXpbmI6PMxgOh-YnoCg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22oak+door+stripping%22&oq=site%3Ayell.com+%22oak+door+stripping%22
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00u9k5U-BFj4CU59VA-9AncPKyg2w%3A1582493505592&ei=Qe9SXpbmI6PMxgOh-YnoCg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22oak+door+stripping%22&oq=site%3Ayell.com+%22oak+door+stripping%22
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk00u9k5U-BFj4CU59VA-9AncPKyg2w%3A1582493505592&ei=Qe9SXpbmI6PMxgOh-YnoCg&q=site%3Ayell.com+%22oak+door+stripping%22&oq=site%3Ayell.com+%22oak+door+stripping%22
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Failure to issue Advance Notice of Direct Debit Payments 

All payments for Yell's services are taken from their customers by monthly 

Direct Debit.  

The Direct Debit rules state that Yell must issue an Advance Notice of 

payments to their customers, every month, advising them of the date and 

amount 10 days before the payment is taken. Yell do not issue these Advance 

Notices and are, therefore, operating in breach of the Direct Debit rules. 

To date, £300,000.00 of payments have been refunded by Yell's bank to 

customers who were made aware of this breach. This figure represents only a 

small proportion of Yell's total customer base. 

Had they received an Advance Notice, customers would have been reminded 

how much they were paying each month for products that provided no benefit 

to their business. 

I believe that Yell's breach of the Direct Debit rules was, therefore, intentional 

and not an oversight.  

If all of Yell's customers were now made aware of this rule, Yell's bank would 

be legally obliged to refund every payment that has been made to date. There 

is no time limit for breaches of the Direct Debit rules.  

 

https://cleardirectdebit.co.uk/advance-notice-for-direct-debits/ 

  

 

 

 

 

  

https://cleardirectdebit.co.uk/advance-notice-for-direct-debits/
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Conclusion 

It should be clear from this report that there is a deep-rooted, unethical 

culture of malpractice within this organisation. 

Yell is a company saddled with debt. The directors are desperate to improve 

their figures in an attempt to sell the company as a viable business. This 

strategy has, so far, failed. 

Yell's customers are not, typically, astute businesspeople. They placed their 

trust in an established brand name and have lost thousands of pounds as a 

result.  

A large number of these small businesses have been forced to shut down as a 

direct result of their dealings with Yell.  

It is vital that decisive legal measures are taken immediately against this 

fraudulent company. 

 

Report by:  

Danny Richman 

E: danny@richmanseo.co.uk 

Published: 26th April 2020 

 

Danny Richman acts as an approved consultant to 

several organisations including The Bank of England, 

BBC and the Department for International Trade. He has 

20 years' professional experience in Search Marketing.  

Danny Richman is a trainer and business mentor for The 

Prince's Trust. Danny was awarded "Mentor of the 

Year" by the Trust in 2017. 

Danny is not, and has never been, either a customer or a competitor of Yell 

Ltd.  
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